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Three stages of writing



Three stages of writing
•Before writing
•During writing
•After writing

Before writing During writing After writing
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Summary
• Before Writing

• Finding a voice 

• Giving a structure 

• Teach grammar in context 

• Oral composition

• During Writing

• Teach with tiny texts 

• Steal the style 

• Single out sentences - SoS 

• Craft great sentences 

• Short and simple SC  

• After Writing

• Edit as you go 

• Make it sing 

couch 5 paragraphs 



Two elements of writing

• Transcription - spelling and handwriting


• Composition - articulating ideas and structuring them in 
speech and writing



Before Writing



Giving Children a Voice
 

๏ A high quality text to explore by the class: 
๏ Audience and purpose 
๏ Vocabulary development 
๏ Grammatical structures 
๏ Layout  
๏ Writing opportunities 
๏ Providing and developing sound 

understanding of: 
๏ Plot 
๏ Character 
๏ Setting  

๏ Responding to books and discussing the 
purpose of language used  
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Prediction Comprehension

SPaG 
and 
TSO

PublishingPlanning 
Drafting 
Editing

Revise - Practise - Introduce - Practise 
- Apply

Reading

ARE GrammarGap filling

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5

English Unit - From Prediction 
to Publishing 



Before

• A High quality (visual) text


• Motivation through prediction


• Develop an understanding of character - setting - plot


• Begin to build stamina by short and medium burst writing



Short and medium burst writing



Phase 1 Tell Me grid - Oral 
prediction 

Tell Me grid - Written 
prediction

Phase 2

Decision wheel - letter/
postcard to character/

agony aunt 
Persuasion or discussion 

text

Role on the Wall - 
Character Study 

Lists 
Though bubbles

Visualisation 
Responding  to illustration 

 Double Bubble

Character trading card Perfect Predictions Describing a scene

Venn Diagram - 
similarities and 

differences
ChatterPix app

Poem for character or 
setting 

Chain poem 
Word - Phrase -Sentence

Phase 3 - 
P and G 

TSO

Labelling - setting 
description 0 and X

Axis of Emotion - written 
account of how emotions 

change 

Short burst writing
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Episodes
The text

Speaking and  
Listening with  

graphic organiser

Teacher led  
feedback  

and discussion

Written  
outcome



Knowledge of the writing process and how to teach it 
Repeated meta-analyses have identified several factors that are positively linked to teaching pupils to write effectively:[footnote 213]

• explicit teaching of foundational writing skills (sentence construction and control of grammar and syntax, as well as spelling and 

handwriting), aiming for fluency

• a ‘process approach’ to writing (see below for an explanation)

• direct instruction about writing knowledge and targeted practice

• encouraging pupils’ self-regulation, such as pupils monitoring their own performance, setting goals for improvement and making self-

assessments of their writing


•opportunities to write frequently

• opportunities to work cooperatively on different aspects of writing and stages of the writing process




Shorter written outcomes

Short purposeful outcome - prediction- 
diary/note to character - description  - 
might be part of a lesson

Longer written outcomes

Longer purposeful outcome - longer letter - 
character comparison - more formal outcomes -
may be a full lesson.

Extended written outcomes

End of unit pieces following the planning, drafting, editing process
worked over a couple of days.

Written outcomes



Writing stamina



Writing Stamina

How does Couch to 5K work? 
Probably the biggest challenge a new runner faces is not knowing how or where to 
start.

Often when trying to get into exercise, we can overdo it, feel defeated and give up 
when we're just getting started. 
Couch to 5K works because it starts with a mix of running and walking to gradually 
build up your fitness and stamina.

Week 1 involves running for just a minute at a time, creating realistic expectations 
and making the challenge feel achievable right from the start. 



The following statements are from the Couch to 5k app. Look how they  apply to some children’s  
experience of writing:


•feel defeated and give up when just getting started.

•gradually build … stamina.

•make the challenge feel achievable right from the start.


Couch  
to 
5P

Couch  
to 
5S
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Small steps
• Sentence construction

• Short burst

• Longer pieces

• Extended writing
couch 5 paragraphs 
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Music
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People Places

Story Time
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9 Word Prediction
Use these words from the text to help you make an accurate prediction about the story

mountainside king daughter cavern

Now make a more accurate prediction based upon five more words from the text.

human troll escape church bells



Phase 1 Tell Me grid - Oral 
prediction 

Tell Me grid - Written 
prediction

Phase 2

Decision wheel - letter/
postcard to character/

agony aunt 
Persuasion or discussion 

text

Role on the Wall - 
Character Study 

Lists 
Though bubbles

Visualisation 
Responding  to illustration 

 Double Bubble

Character trading card Perfect Predictions Describing a scene

Venn Diagram - 
similarities and 

differences
ChatterPix app

Poem for character or 
setting 

Chain poem 
Word - Phrase -Sentence

Phase 3 - 
P and G 

TSO

Labelling - setting 
description 0 and X

Axis of Emotion - written 
account of how emotions 

change 

Short burst writing
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Modelling

I/We/You 

• I - you explain and model 
• We - paired or guided 
• You - independent writing
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https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6ZDrBMWZBYKbOK8Qdufn32?si=7ca27b5cfed94925&nd=1
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Readers Theatre
“No! Don’t!” said Peer Gynt. “I’m here to marry the king’s daughter!”


“If you want to marry my daughter, you must become a troll,” said the king. 

“How does one do that?” asked Peer Gynt. 

“It’s easy, “ said the king. “ You have to give up your human ways and be wicked, of course.”


“I can do that,” said Peer. “ Everyone thinks I’m wicked already!”


“And you must have a tail,” said the king.


“Shall we pin a tail on him?” laughed some of the trolls. 

“Yes!” said the king. “Stick a tail on the human to make him into a troll!”
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Readers Theatre
“If we don’t, can we scratch out his eyes? “ said the others.


Peer Gynt began to panic. He didn’t want a tail to be stuck  on him!


There were so many trolls, with their malicious, round eyes and crooked teeth. They came closer and closer, 
stamping their great, hairy feet and drooling. 

“Catch him, eat him, kill him!” they sang, dancing round and round.


“Are you a human or are you a troll?” roared the king.


“I’m just a boy,” said Peer, looking for a way out.


“Oh, there is no escape now….” said the Troll King.


“Grow a tail or be eaten alive! Decide!”




Shorter written outcomes

Short purposeful outcome - prediction- 
diary/note to character - description  - 
might be part of a lesson

Longer written outcomes

Longer purposeful outcome - longer letter - 
character comparison - more formal outcomes -
may be a full lesson.

Extended written outcomes

End of unit pieces following the planning, drafting, editing process
worked over a couple of days.

Written outcomes
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Plot Activities
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Decision Wheel: preparation for authentic writing

What should 

Peer do?
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Decision wheel - two options



Decision wheel - scribed



Phase 1 Tell Me grid - Oral 
prediction 

Tell Me grid - Written 
prediction

Phase 2

Decision wheel - letter/
postcard to character/

agony aunt 
Persuasion or discussion 

text

Role on the Wall - 
Character Study 

Lists 
Though bubbles

Visualisation 
Responding  to illustration 

 Double Bubble

Character trading card Perfect Predictions Describing a scene

Venn Diagram - 
similarities and 

differences
ChatterPix app

Poem for character or 
setting 

Chain poem 
Word - Phrase -Sentence

Phase 3 - 
P and G 

TSO

Labelling - setting 
description 0 and X

Axis of Emotion - written 
account of how emotions 

change 

Short burst writing
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Contextualise

Give other examples

Repeat the word

Child friendly definition

Relate to experience

Engage in other ways

Record

Seven Steps

Seven Steps

bewitched 

muffled

malicious



During Writing



During

• Stealing the style from the text


• Singling out Sentences - SoS


• Modelling


• Sentence level work


• ARE



Building stamina - shorter and longer burst writing focusing upon setting, character 
and action and the practising of drafting and editing with ‘tiny texts’ and again 
stealing the style from authors.


Couch  
to 
5P

Couch  
to 
5S



During Writing

• Applying ideas from the text


• Identifying standout sentences


• Crafting better sentences


• Use model texts and ARE grammar


• Applies to short and medium burst writing
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Setting Activities
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Writing about Setting

• Teaching with tiny texts


• I - we - you


• Adding in - adding on - changing 
words
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Describing a scene

1.Write a sentence to describe an object in the 
scene on slide X using words related to colour 
and shade.


2. Write a sentence to describe the setting using 
words related to colour and shade.


3. Describe a noise you might be able to hear.


4. Write down what is happening in the scene.



Stretching and warm ups - sentence level work involving sentence combining, 
shrinking and expanding and singling out sentences; finding great examples from 
authors.

Couch  
to 
5P

Couch  
to 
5S



Working with tiny texts
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Do we rush into extended writing 
before we master the sentence?
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object

setting

noise

happening

Teach drafting with tiny texts
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object

setting

noise

happening

Teach drafting with tiny texts

object The golden crown shone brightly.

setting The cave was dark and gloomy.

noise You could hear the trolls breathing heavily.

happening The trolls were staring at Peer.
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object The pointed golden crown shone brightly on the troll king’s head.

setting The cave was packed with trolls.

noise You could hear the trolls shuffling feet.

happening The trolls were looking at Peer.

I

adding in

adding on

changing words
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object The pointed golden crown shone brightly on the troll king’s head.

setting The cave was packed with trolls.

noise You could hear the trolls shuffling feet as

happening The trolls were looking at Peer.

I

adding in
adding on

changing words

we

Sentence combining

you
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object

setting

noise

happening

You
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Responding to illustration

Tell me three things 

you notice in this picture.

Share with a friend.

Did they notice anything 

different?
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Modelling
• I


• We 


• You


• Partial - an interactive approach led by a teacher who initiates a writing model, 
but then hands over responsibility to the children to complete the writing task


• Mid-task - introducing the model text part way through the writing or at least 
after the planning has been undertaken to reduce imitation while still 
exemplifying writerly techniques for the opportunity to make revisions and edits
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Responding to illustration

fjord

mountain

houses
deep

huge

cosy little
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Responding to illustration

housesCosy deep fjordlittle which look over the
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Stealing the Style
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Singling out Sentences: SoS

Singling out sentences. When reading a text, from 
the textbook to a poem, pupils can be guided to 
single out the most successful sentence. By 
discussing and isolating the best vocabulary 
choices in the sentences pupils enhance their 
awareness of words and create a story of useful 
vocabulary items for their writing

Closing the writing gap: p104
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The Robot and the Bluebird
He lay there through the long, dark nights and empty days.


He lay there rusting in the autumn rain.


He lay there rusting when the first snows of winter fell.



A Brave Bear
The sun was hot. The air was hot. Even the shade was hot.


On the way home, the sun was glowing. The air was 
glowing… Even tomorrow was glowing.
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There is no Dragon in this 
Story

No, no, no that’s not how it goes says…


There is no dragon in this story
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Oh no, George

What will George do?


Oh no, George!
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Stanley’s Stick

Stanley stands on Stockport station with his stick.


And four times now he has used his stick to pick up slugs 
from pathway, platform and pavement…
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Action



Peer Gynt ran, but there 
was no doorway, no 
escape! Faster the trolls 
danced, louder they 
laughed, grabbing with their 
claws. And then! In the 
distance Peter heard the 
church bells ringing, from 
the valley far away. The 
trolls howled and hissed 
and drew back, 
disappearing into the walls. 
Peer fell to the ground and 
fainted.

Singling out 
Sentences: SoS



Peer Gynt ran, but there 
was no doorway, no 
escape! Faster the trolls 
danced, louder they 
laughed, grabbing with their 
claws. And then! In the 
distance Peter heard the 
church bells ringing, from 
the valley far away. The 
trolls howled and hissed 
and drew back, 
disappearing into the 
walls. Peer fell to the 
ground and fainted.

Singling out 
Sentences: SoS
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Author examples - setting
From “The Cave” 
The BFG  

Sophie could feel the Giant’s feet pounding once again over the earth. She poked her head out of 


the blanket to have a look.  They were in a country of thick forests and rushing rivers. The giant 


galloped down into a valley and up, over a range of mountains as bare as concrete and soon over 


a desolate wasteland that was not quite of this earth. The ground was flat and yellow. Great lumps 


of blue rock were scattered around and dead trees stood everywhere like skeletons. The moon 


had long since disappeared and now dawn was breaking.


Sophie saw ahead of her great, craggy mountains. The mountain was dark blue and all around it 


the sky was gushing and glistening with light. Bits of pale gold were flying among delicate frosty- 


white flakes of cloud and over to one side, the rim of the morning sun was coming up red as 


blood.


powerful verbs

noun phrases

alliteration

simile
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finding himself in a quiet street where the pavement was sprinkled with rose-
water, and a cool breeze was blowing, he set his burden upon the ground, and 
sat down to rest in the shade of a grand house. Very soon he decided that he 
could not have chosen a pleasanter place; a delicious perfume of aloes-wood 
and pastilles came from the open windows and mingled with the scent of the 
rose-water which steamed up from the hot pavement. Within the palace he 
heard some music, as of many instruments cunningly played, and the 
melodious warble of nightingales and other birds, and by this, and the 
appetizing smell of many dainty dishes of which he presently became aware, 
he judged that feasting and merry-making were going on. He wondered who 
lived in this magnificent house which he had never seen before, 

noun phrase

prepositional phrase

powerful verbembedded clause
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He followed the servant into a vast room, where a great company was seated round a table covered 
with all sorts of delicacies. In the place of honour sat a tall, grave man, whose long white beard gave 
him a venerable air. Behind his chair stood a crowd of attendants eager to minister to his wants. This 
was the famous Sinbad himself. The porter, more than ever alarmed at the sight of so much 
magnificence, tremblingly saluted the noble company.  

Sindbad, making a sign to him to approach 
seated at his right hand 
heaped choice morsels upon his plate, 
poured out for him a draught of excellent wine, 
asking his name and occupation. 

Continue in the style ofnoun phrase

Short and Simple SC 
noun phrase

prepositional


PV

noun phrase

prepositional phrase

powerful verb
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Responding to illustration
Short and Simple SC

•Powerful verbs

•Expanded noun phrases

•Alliteration

•Similes
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Character Activities
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Outside…

Inside…

This boy…
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feelings face
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From chapter 4.  I Am David   Anne Holm 

There were two little boys, much smaller than himself and a girl who 
was somewhat bigger, perhaps ten or even eleven. Shouting and 
laughing, all three talking at once, running round a small building.


David could not take his eyes off the girl. She was as pretty as the 
fine, delicate pink and white blossom that covered the nearby trees. 
She had black, curly hair, very long and tied with a red ribbon. 
Everything about her was so beautiful, not just her fine, red dress but 
everything. Her laughter sounded like the light tinkling of polished 
glass and when she moved, she reminded David of the flowers 
swaying in the wind.


Author examples - character

‘as’ 
simileexpanded 

noun 
phrase power 

of 3
controlled 
repetition like 

simile



From Dickon. The Secret Garden.  Frances Hodgson Bennett 

When she went through the little gate, she heard a low, peculiar whistling sound and wanted to 


find out what it was.


A boy was sitting under a tree, with his back against it, playing on a rough, wooden pipe. He was 


a funny - looking boy about twelve.  He looked very clean and his nose turned up and his cheeks 

were as red as poppies. Never had Mary seen such round and such blue eyes in any boy’s face.


When he saw a Mary, he stopped playing and rose from the ground. He moved so slowly that it  

barely seemed he was moving at all. He had a wide, red, curving mouth and his smile spread all  

over his face. 

He was only a common moor boy in patched clothes and with a funny face and a rough, rusty-red  

head. There was a clean, fresh scent of heather and grass and leaves about him. When she 


looked at him, she forgot that she had felt shy.


Author examples - character



From I Am Colin.  The Secret Garden 

In this big, unreal room, a boy was lying on a carved, four-poster bed hung with brocade, crying 


pitifully. The boy had a sharp, delicate face, the colour of ivory and he seemed to have eyes too 


big for it. He had also a lot of hair that tumbled over his forehead in heavy locks and made his thin 


face seem even smaller. He looked like a boy who had been ill but he was crying more as if he 


was tired and cross than for being in pain.  His agate grey eyes opened so wide that they seemed 


immense and because they had large, black lashes all around them . He stared and stared. 




From The Bloodbottler 
The BFG 

Suddenly, a tremendous thumping noise came from outside the cave entrance and a voice like 


thunder. The stone was rolled away and a fifty foot giant, more than twice as tall and wide as the 


BFG, came striding into the cave. He was naked except for a dirty , little piece of cloth around his 


bottom.


The Bloodbottler was a gruesome sight.  His skin was reddish-brown. There was black hair 


sprouting on his chest and arms and in his stomach. The hair on his head was dark and long and  

tangled. His foul face was round and squashy looking. The eyes were tiny black holes. The nose 


was small and flat. But the mouth was huge. It had spread right across his face from ear to ear 


and it had lips that were like two gigantic ,purple frankfurters lying on top of each other. Craggy, 


yellow teeth stuck out between the frankfurter lips and rivers of spit ran down his chin.




Mr Willy Wonka 

Mr Wonka was standing all alone just inside the open gates of the factory.


And what an extraordinary , little man he was!


He had a black top hat on his head.


He wore a tail coat made of a beautiful plum-coloured velvet.


His trousers were bottle green.


His gloves were pearly grey.


And in one hand he carried a fine gold-topped walking cane.


Covering his chin, there was a small, neat, pointed black beard - a goatee. And his eyes were 


most marvellously bright. They seemed to be sparkling and twinkling at you all the time. The 


whole face, in fact, was alight with fun and laughter.


And oh how clever he looked! How quick and sharp and full of life! He kept making quick, jerky 


little movements with his head, cocking it this way and that and taking everything in with those 


bright, twinkling eyes. He was like a squirrel in the quickness of his movements.


Suddenly, he did a funny, little skipping dance in the snow and he spread his arms wide and he 

smiled to the children who were clustered near the gates and he called out , “Welcome, my little 




The importance of structure



Knowledge of narrative structure 

From the early years onwards, pupils should become increasingly familiar with 
the structures and features of narrative texts, such as setting, character, plot 
and conflict. This is not the same as knowing the meaning of these terms but rather 
an increasing familiarity with different structures and features of texts that can 
come through broad and deep engagement in a rich variety of texts provided by 
the teacher.
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5Ps

People Places Problem Panic Peace
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5Ps
People Places Problem Panic Peace

Peer  
Solveig 
Girl in green 
- Daughter 
of the Troll 
King 
Trolls 
Troll King 

The village 
Mountains 
The Hall of 
the 
Mountain 
King

Nobody likes 
him 

Chased by 
trolls

Church bells 
- returned to 
the village - 
met Solveig
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!"#$%" !%&'"( !)#*%"+ !&,-' !"&'"

.+-/&/"

.,,#0&/"

.,0",/ Main character

Where they are

Problem 

…and how they overcome it

New life 
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Saviour Pirotta’s Story Ladder

Shark kills people

People kill shark

Problem

Solution

Harpoon

Poison

Blow it up
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No one likes PG

Solveig likes him

Problem

Solution

Laying in the grass - thinking about nobody 
 liking him

Dusk - walked higher and higher into mountains - met the green girl

Deeper and darker into the Trolls’ cave - 
asked to become a troll - chased by trolls

Church bells - trolls withdrew - back on the mountainside -

Solveig’s sister - met Solveig - she agreed to wait for him

1

2

3

5

4
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• 5 Ps/3Is


• 1:3:1


• Story map


• Story mountain

• Timeline


• Flowchart


• Story ladder


• Origami text structure
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SPaG Phase

What writing are you going 
to do? 
What grammar do you need 
to practice? 
What activities will you 
choose?

Purpose - Audience - Text Type
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There is also research that indicates that it may be effective for teachers to model different ways of constructing sentences.[footnote 203] This 

might include completing an incomplete sentence, expanding a sentence or combining 2 
or more sentences.To help pupils to become better writers, activities such as these need to link 
to their independent writing. Pupils need to be prompted to draw on 
and apply what they have learned when they come to write.



Stretching and warm ups - sentence level work involving sentence combining, 
shrinking and expanding and singling out sentences 

Couch  
to 
5P

Couch  
to 
5S



Crafting great sentences





More, more Not, nor Whoever, whenever

Not only, but Almost, almost when Without a, without a

Outside/inside It was; It was Some….; others
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Sentence 
signposting

Sentence 
expanding

Sentence 
combining

Sentence 
shrinking

Sentence 
variation 

strategies

Crafting great sentences

Apply in conjunction with ARE
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Punctuation

, 

; : 

( ) 

. ! ?
…

- 

dash

-hyphen

‘ apostrophe

“inverted commas
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Punctuation TerminatorsSeparators

Other
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Punctuation TerminatorsSeparators

, ; 

: ( ) 

- 

. !
?… ‘

‘’dash -hyphen

Other

apostrophe
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Sentence 
signpostingSentence expanding

Sentence combining Sentence shrinking

Sentence 
variation 

strategies

Crafting great sentences

Apply in conjunction with ARE

word gradients
SoS
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Sentence Combining

Sentence signpostingSentence expanding

Sentence 
combining

Sentence shrinking

Sentence 
variation 

strategies
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object The pointed golden crown shone brightly on the troll king’s head.

setting The cave was packed with trolls.

noise You could hear the trolls shuffling feet as

happening The trolls were looking at Peer.

I

adding in
adding on

changing words

we

Sentence combining

you
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What did the Romans eat? What were their buildings like?

Who did they worship? What was Roman writing like?
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millions of Roman texts survived

What was Roman writing like?

stone inscriptions - letters on soft wax - scrolls of papyrus

Roman language called Latin

Kept very good written records

22 letters in alphabet
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most important gods like Jupiter similar to Greek gods

Who did they worship?

hundreds of different god and goddesses

some gods only worshipped in one town or by  
one family

Isis and Mithras came from places conquered by 
Romans
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great engineers

Cities had aqueducts

first people to use concrete

What were their buildings like?

first to construct stone vaults (arched tunnels)

can still see many 
buildings today

aqueducts brought in 
fresh water

experts at building roads
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Combining - first go

Roman language was called Latin. There were 22 
letters in the Roman alphabet. 

The Romans kept very good written records. Millions 
of Roman texts have survived.

Examples of Roman writing can be found on stone 
inscriptions. Roman writing can be found in letters. It 
is also soft wax and on scrolls of papyrus.
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Combining

Roman language was called Latin and there were 22 
letters in the Roman alphabet. 

The Romans kept very good written records and we 
know this because millions of Roman texts have 
survived.




Sentence strips



Roman language was called Latin.

There were 22 letters in the Roman alphabet. 


Roman language was called Latin. and there were 22 letters in the Roman alphabet. 


Sentence combining with sentence strips
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Sentence signpostingSentence 
expanding

Sentence combining Sentence shrinking

Sentence 
variation 

strategies
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Expanding - first go

Roman language was called Latin. There were 22 
letters in the Roman alphabet. 

The Romans kept very good written records. Millions 
of Roman texts have survived.

Examples of Roman writing can be found on stone 
inscriptions. Roman writing can be found in letters. It 
is also soft wax and on scrolls of papyrus.
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Expanding

The Romans, whose language was called Latin, 
kept very good written records and millions of 
these texts have survived. 
Examples of Roman writing can be found on stone 
inscriptions; on letters; on soft wax and on scrolls of 
papyrus.



whose language was called Latin,

The Romans kept very good written records and millions of these texts have survived.

Sentence expanding with sentence strips

The Romans, kept very good written records and millions of these texts have survived.
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Sentence signpostingSentence expanding

Sentence combining
Sentence 
shrinking

Sentence 
variation 

strategies
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Shrinking

The Romans, whose language was called Latin, kept 
very good written records and millions of these texts 
have survived.

Roman writing can be found on letters. 
Inscriptions can be found on stone. Examples can 
also be seen on soft wax. Scrolls of papyrus also 
provide evidence.

The Romans, whose language was called Latin, 
kept very good written records and millions of 
these texts have survived. 
Examples of Roman writing can be found on stone 
inscriptions; on letters; on soft wax and on scrolls of 
papyrus.



Building Writing Stamina

Monday: Introduce the basic sentence + adding in 

Tuesday: Revisit the basic sentence + adding in + can we add on?


Wednesday:  Revisit the basic sentence + adding in + adding on can we change 
words? 

Thursday: Add another sentence 


Friday: Could we join sentences?

character

setting

diary

note to 
character
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Billy went into the house. He looked into the kitchen. He saw 
a big dog. The dog ran to him.

‘What sort of story is this, and how do you want the reader to feel?’ Then things move forward. If it is a scary story, then perhaps the verb ‘went’ could be 
replaced by a scarier verb, with a scary adverb, such as ‘crept slowly’. Meanwhile, ‘looked’ could become ‘peered nervously’. 
The kitchen could be ‘dark and shadowy’. The dog could be ‘lion-like’ and it could ‘charge’ rather than ‘run’. The last 
sentence could be fronted with ‘Suddenly,…’

 If it is a sad story, he might ‘walk slowly’ into the house, the kitchen could be ‘gloomy’. If it is happy, then he might ‘skip’ and the dog might ‘bounce’ up to 
him. And so on.

Billy went into the house. He looked into the kitchen. He saw 
a big dog. The dog ran to him.
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Billy went into the house. He looked into the kitchen. He saw 
a big dog. The dog ran to him.

Decide Now
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Extended writing  - applying the techniques in end of unit writing - the importance of 
structure.

Couch  
to 
5P

Couch  
to 
5S



What is Writing Stamina?

Writing stamina means being able to write for an extended period 
of time without losing focus, being distracted by another task or 
giving up.
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Small steps: couch to 5 paragraphs

• Sentence construction 

• Short burst 

• Longer pieces 

• Extended writing

feel defeated and give up when we're just getting started. 

gradually build … stamina.


creating realistic expectations and making the  
challenge feel achievable right from the start. 

couch 5 paragraphs 



After Writing
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After Writing

After writing actually refers to the 
planning, drafting editing and 
especially evaluating phase …
techniques to maximise the 
quality of the final piece of 
extended writing using focused 
feedback.
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EEF - KS2:Teach writing composition strategies 
through modelling and supported practice  

Purpose and audience are central to effective writing. Pupils need to have a reason to write and 
someone to write for.  

Writing can be thought of as a process made up of seven components:  

planning;  

drafting;  

sharing;  

evaluating;  

revising;  

editing; and  

publishing.  
Effective writers use a number of strategies to support each component of the 
writing process. ..The strategies should be described and modelled before pupils 
practise them with feedback. Support should then be gradually reduced as pupils take increasing 
responsibility.  
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Executive 
Function  

Planning,motivation 
and reviewing

Composition 
Ideas, words 

and sentences

 
Transcription 

Spelling, typing 
and handwriting

Working memory

The Simple View of Writing 
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Planning

Drafting

RevisingEditing

Evaluating
Audience 

and Purpose
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Modelling
• I


• We 


• You


• Partial - an interactive approach led by a teacher who initiates a writing model, 
but then hands over responsibility to the children to complete the writing task


• Mid-task - introducing the model text partway through the writing or at least 
after the planning has been undertaken to reduce imitation while still 
exemplifying writerly techniques for the opportunity to make revisions and edits



Quickwrite

Add

Replace

Read aloud

Read aloud to 
someone else

Written outcome to be first person writing in role as Peer Gynt so this could be diary/autobiography/blog/
letter
1.Use completed 5 Ps grid to assist planning of chosen outcome
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Tom Palmer
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How it was How it’s Going



Make it sing
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Subject knowledge
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Subject knowledge



ECT+ CPD

• 4 years experience


• Gaps in placement experience and 
CPD


• Thrown into online teaching


• Missing


• Vocabulary teaching


• Subject knowledge for grammar


• Turning grammar into writing

• Sentences


• Simple, compound, complex


• Statement, question, 
command, exclamation


• When, where, why … 
adverbials
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Responding to illustration
It was a silent village. Silent because it early morning.

Still and silent, the fjord was beckoning.

Like a…
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Summary
• Before Writing

• Finding a voice 

• Giving a structure 

• Teach grammar in context 

• Oral composition

• During Writing

• Teach with tiny texts 

• Steal the style 

• Single out sentences - SoS 

• Craft great sentences 

• Short and simple SC  

• After Writing

• Edit as you go 

• Make it sing 
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Sentence Progression

Y1 How words can combine to make sentences.

Joining words and clauses using and

Y2
Subordinating conditions ( when, that, because, if)

Coordinating conjunctions ( and, or, but)

Expanded noun phrases for description and specification ( for example, plain flour, blue 
butterfly, man on the moon)

Identifying the purpose of sentences ( statements, questions, exclamations or 
commands)

Y3 Expressing time , place and cause using conjunctions ( when, before, after, while, so, 
because) , adverbs ( then,  next, soon, therefore), or prepositions ( before, after, during, 
in, because of)
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Sentence Progression

Y4 Noun phrases expanded by the addition of modifying adjectives, nouns and prepositional 
phrases ( The teacher, expanded to The strict teacher with the curly hair).

Fronted adverbials ( later that day, at the cinema) 

Y5
Relative clauses beginning with who, which, where, when, whose, that or an omitted 
relative pronoun.

Indicating degrees of possibilities using adverbs ( perhaps, surely) or modal verbs( might, 
will, should, must)

Y6
Use of the passive to affect presentation of information in a sentence( Tom broke the 
window in the summerhouse versus The window in the summerhouse was broken by 
Tom)

The difference between structures typical of  informal speech and writing ( for example, 
use of question tags : He’s your friend, isn’t he?)

The use of subjunctive forms such as If I were or Were they to come in some very formal 
writing or speech.



The pupil can: 

write effectively for a range of purposes and audiences 

in non-narrative writing, use simple devices to structure the writing and support the 
reader (e.g. headings, sub-headings, bullet points) 

begin to use a range of devices to build cohesion (e.g. conjunctions, adverbials of 
time and place, pronouns, synonyms) across paragraphs  
use adverbs to add detail, qualification and precision 
use preposition phrases to add detail, qualification and precision 

use expanded noun phrases to add detail, qualification and precision, e.g. with one 
or more adjectives, with a modifying adjective, with a preposition phrase 
use relative clauses , sometimes omitting the relative pronoun 
use a wide range of clause structures, sometimes varying their position within the 
sentence 




The pupil can: 

use verb tenses mostly consistently and correctly throughout their writing 

use the full range of punctuation taught in KS1 and so far in KS2 mostly correctly (full 
stops, capital letters, question marks, exclamation marks, commas in lists, commas 
after fronted adverbials, apostrophes for contraction and possession, inverted 
commas and other speech punctuation) 

use commas for clarity mostly correctly 
use some punctuation for parenthesis (brackets, commas and dashes) 

begin to create atmosphere, and integrate dialogue to convey character and advance 
the action 
spell most words correctly, adding prefixes and suffixes appropriately, spelling the 
correct form of homophones and spelling all common exception words correctly 
(KS1, Y3/Y4 and some Y5/6) 

Consistently produce legible joined handwriting 
Propose changes to vocabulary, grammar and punctuation to enhance effects and 
clarify meaning 
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Expected 2018/19 onwards
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Three stages of writing

Writing stamina

Short and medium burst writing
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Do we rush into extended writing 
before we master the sentence?
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Working with tiny texts

The Concept of a Sentence

Crafting great sentences
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Stealing the style

Continue in the style

SoS: Singling out Sentences



Audience and Purpose

Subject Knowledge
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Scaffolding structures

Couch to 5 paragraphs


